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OVERVIEW OP CANADA'S URANIUM INDUSTRY

By Akin F, Lowell
Vice-President., Minerals Marketing

Rio Algorn Li mi ted

Thank you Fir. Chairman. Good morning., ladies and gentlemen,

I suppose :ny qualifications for venturing an overview of

Canada's uranium industry derive partly from my 25 years'

association with one of the two established Elliot Lake

producers who have been mining uranium there continuously

for over 25 years, and partly from my involvement with uranium

marketing since private c.Mpcnies were first pc-i mittod to do

so in 1953,

I would not presume to sLeal the thunder of ony of my

colleagues speaking at this Session, I'̂ cy will be discussing

in ofcoier doioil the key limni';.;! .Pining arf-s in Cnru-Mn <':id

^ecific uroniun Piopcrtios wi;r,in Livm, fiiro-'.gh }o;:,-oviLy,

or some might say a caiMciiy Lo survive in i\v$ \vii$\r.>:$Sj I

i'-nve ? O M S continuous knowledge of its hisiory. EcicC;.sting

the future of any commodity is ho/aiv'eus, L-nd h^sLory ' -;s

'.••:•.?ly demonstrated that nuclear forecast:i::g is L-V^JL Ih.3 i. ;st

ho/ardous game in town, Hov.cvur, you would no oouot expect ..;e
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to attempt a prognosis for Canada's uranium industry, so I

will risk one, for better or worse,

I have taken the approach of looking at Canada's uranium

industry in the context of the envelopment of the industry

worldwide to dale. The history of uranium mining as an

industry is relatively short, but some important lessons con

be derived from it, Uianiuhi mining in Canada r.ust also be

considered in its international context as most of the uranium

produced in the principal production areas is exported, The

only i.'Gjor except ion is the United States, which is both the

3'.;rc-i.jst prc'iucer end the largest consider of uranium. In

O M u d a , despite Cntcrio Hydro's relatively high consumption,

some 90 percent of the current production is exported, All

the production in Central end South West Africa is exported as

is nearly all the production fro;n the Republic of South Africa,

All Austral ion production is exported, The principal !• porting

or consu::;ji:ion areos ore the industrial i/.od /miens of Western

I'UKVe CPCI the !"ar i-'nst. With the sole exception of {"n.vice,

!;Oi";e of these notions i'icve iiionium OCCUI"I'C-P.L.:S or picii'd'-un of

i;ny significance within Lheir territories. To the extent that

;;v:po! is are i;oi: restricted by outright einbarGoes or (luotiis, the

L'ni Led States is also (in iii.porter, end potentially u 'v^ry n-ajor

one,
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Looking at uranium as a commodity, and apart from, its unique

radioactive properties, it has some other special characteristics

in the marketplace, Ignoring its military applications/ it is

a commodity with a single end-use, absolutely dependent on

c<;;^'..otion in civil unclear stations. The single end-use

factor has been an inherent cause of its rnorket instability to

O G L S . Commercially, urunium is price-inelcstic. Reducing its

price would not lead to the consiuotion of a single Gckiitionnl

pound. Uranium also does not "compete" with oilier eneigy fuels

m liny practical sense, Even large changes in the price of

UvOn have relatively little impact on kilcwott-hour cenaruting

costs, The yellcwcake product from urcnium mines end mills is

far removed from what constitutes a I'-'^zlor core, and a iirGniLm

supplier is virtually powerless to influence or expand his end

market by either technological or co:".:nercial means. Finally,

because of its nuclear weapons potential, uranium is rare

subject to government control than o^y other commodity. While

tiiis control 'is understandable, government Intervention into

purely trod ing end commercial areas lias also had major impact

on tlie business,

As \or as the history of the industry is conceiri-jd it is

little more than 35 years old. Given the cyclical nature of

its markets to date, as well us being young, it would probably
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be classed still as an immature industry,

Its genesis was due entirely to the military procurement

policies and programs of the United States, firstly in

connection with the ftcnhattan Project end secondly as a result

of the emergence of the Soviet Union as a nuclear weapons

state., and the development and continuation of the Cold War,

The first production came from the Shinkolobwe mine in the

fornier Belgian Congo., Port Radium in Canada, and a number of

bmall mines in the Colorado plateau. Annual production from

these sources was at 2,500 short tons of U-̂ Og In 1949, far

below what U.S.A. felt it needed.

As there had been no prior need for uranium and no exploration

for it, knowledge of its geology was scanty, The earliest

discoveries in the United States had not been impressive in

terms of size, and the Americans believed that they had to

obtain it from wherever they could and as quickly as possible.

Large occurrences of very low grade uranium were known to be

associated with gold in the gold mines of the Witwatersrand in

South Africa. It was determined that this uranium could be

recovered as a by-product from gold mining at un acceptable cost,

long-term purchase contracts were entered into, and South Africa
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was launched as a major long-term supplier,

Incentive programs to explore for uranium and develop mines

and mills from discovered reserves were offered, through

government agencies, to private companies in U.S.A. and

Canada, The programs were backed by assured long-term purchase

contracts at pre-established prices with escalator provisions.

The programs gradually started to yield results. The most

spectacular initial result was the discovery of the massive

Elliot Lake reserves in northern Ontario. These were large

enough to sustain the almost simultaneous development of 11

integrated mines and mills, which were the main contributor

to Canada's peak production of 16,000 short tons of IUOQ in

1959, Canadian production has not come close to that record

level since then, but will probably surpass it around the end

of this decade.

Shortly after the Elliot Lake procurement contracts were

concluded, the U.S. government realized that it had under-

estimated U.S. reserve and production potential, and that it

had committed itself to purchase far more uranium than it

needed. It began to phase out its incentive procurement

programs and to negotiate with most of its suppliers delivery

deferment, or stretch-out, programs. This was to avoid causing
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the total collapse of a virtually brand-new industry when

its own procurement contracts expired. It was also designed

to enable survivor producers to continue in production until

the expected emergence of civil nuclear power as a meaningful

alternative source of demand.

The formidable success of the U.S. procurement programs was

demonstrated by the peak level of ^6,000 short tons of U^Og

produced in the western world in 1959. This number represented

close to a 20-fold increase in only 10 years, Production at

that level was not achieved again until 20 years later, in

1978.

The absence of any meaningful civil nuclear demand to match

the huge excess capacity thus created, and the mine closures

resulting from termination of government contracts and

delivery deferments, led to a rapid year-by-year production

decline to a low of 20,000 tons in 1966. This was the first

and most spectacular, but not the last, of the uranium boom-

bust cycles.

Some initiatives and work on civil nuclear power development

were undertaken in parallel with the military procurement phase.

In 1956 the first commercial nuclear power plant was commissioned

at Colder Hall, in England. In 1958, the governments of U.S.A.,
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U.K., Canada and South Africa agreed that natural uranium

produced by mining companies could be sold thenceforth to

bona fide private processors and end-users instead of

exclusively to government agencies, as had been the require-

ment hitherto, Any such sales were to be subject to stringent

safeguards and end-use controls by the respective governments,

a condition which of course continues to apply today. 1958

marked the beginning of a truly commercial market for U^Og.

In that same period, the U.S. government announced its intention

of gradually transferring to private industry all phases of the

nuclear fuel cycle, other than uranium enrichment, which would

be maintained under government ownership for national security

reasons. Hitherto, all nuclear fuel cycle facilities, other

than uranium mining and milling, had been under government

ownership.

Nevertheless despite encouraging technological and commercial

developments in the civil nuclear field and the emergence of

long-range national and regional civil nuclear programs, the

new demand for uranium being created was totally dwarfed by

the huge excess capacity created by military procurement. This

overcapacity, and the awareness that it existed, overhung the

uranium market throughout the 1960's, One of the consequences

of overcapacity was extreme, and its effects are still with us

today.
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By the time western world uranium production peaked in 1959,

the United States had become established as the largest

producer, followed by Canada and South Africa. This ranking

of the top 3 producers still applies today. Although Canada

was the worst affected of the 3 principal producing nations

by delivery stretch-out and mine closures, U.S. production

also fell by 50 percent between 1960 and 1966 after the military

bubble burst. Because of their own plight, their awareness of

worldwide overcapacity and of the fact that the situation was

unlikely to improve for a considerable number of years, the

U.S. producers in the early 1960's pressed for protection from

imports.

In the early 1960's, all producers worldwide were still

reeling from the aftermath of phase-out of military procure-

ment and struggling to aoapt to the mere beginnings of a

very small and private market for civil nuclear stations. At

that time it was not entirely clear which reactor type would

be likely to lead in the marketplace, and hence which of the

various processing facilities taking yellowcake from the mines

would tend to predominate. Nevertheless it was becoming clearer

that reactors of the light water type, as being successfully

developed by GE and Westinghouse in the United States, were

likely to predominate in the overall nuclear market. The only
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successful material exception was, and continues to be, the

CANDU heavy water reactor, CANDU reactors of course use

natural uranium as fuel, The predominant light water reactors

can only operate on enriched uranium. The United States had

become, perhaps unexpectedly, the largest producer of uranium.

However, because of its headstart in nuclear technology and

its economic size and power, it had always seemed almost certain

that it would also become the largest single market for civil

nuclear power, This has in fact turned out to be the case.

With its 3 huge government-owned gaseous diffusion plants,

originally built for military purposes, the U.S.A. possessed

throughout the 1960's a virtual monopoly of available excess

uranium enrichment capacity, This excess capacity was

physically available to those requiring enriched uranium as

fuel for light water reactors, and was made commercially

available under toll enrichment contracts. The diffusion plants,

and the needs of foreign uranium producers to have most of their

uranium enriched, offered a perfect method of totally protecting

the domestic U.S. uranium industry. By an act passed by Congress

in 1964, the enrichment of foreign uranium in American diffusion

plants was prohibited if the enriched product was destined for

use in an American reactor. Thus was born the infamous U.S.

uranium import embargo, established ostensibly to ensure the

continued viability of the domestic U.S. uranium mining industry.
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Foreign producers were cut off totally from what was to

become for a considerable period more than 50 percent of

the western world's market for uranium, Although this move

by the U.S. government was in clear breach of its GATT treaty

obligations,, when foreign governments affected by it initiated

certain measures in defence of their own producers, the full

fury of U.S, anti-trust law was brought down on those producers.

Resultant lawsuits and counter-suits continue to bedevil the

uranium mining industry to this day. Heavy government involve-

ment in the uranium mining business was inherent and inevitable

during the military procurement phase, when government was the

sole purchaser. With the transition to civil nuclear power

and private markets, the mining industry might have hoped to

operate in a more normal free enterprise climate without undue

government interference. The U.S. uranium import embargo is

only the first, and worst, example of government interference

in the business. It had a major disruptive and distortive

effect on the development of the industry worldwide, and is

demonstrative of one of the peculiar hazards attaching to the

business.

The transition in the 1960's from a government market to a

private market under conditions of extreme overcapacity and

production cutbacks was of course unpropitious for u^Og prices.
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Such limited spot business as could be done on a very narrow

market was at very low prices, Also, under the occasional

long-term contract made in that period between a producer and

a utility consumer the base prices agreed to would be

significantly lower than prices paid under the earlier govern-

ment contracts; even more so when the intervening effects of

inflation were taken into account, Only the lowest cost

producers, or the mines with the highest ore grades, could

operate economically in this market. Survivor producers under

the stretch-out programs tended in any event to have these

characteristics, However, poor pricing conditions forced high

grading of a number of mines, particularly in the United States,

during those years, and high grading is of course directly

wasteful of ore reserves.

By the late 1960's a number of national and regional nuclear

programs had progressed sufficiently to cause a small flurry

of long-term buying activity both outside and inside the

protected U.S. market. This led for the first time since the

collapse to some modest increases in worldwide production and

to rather better, although still unsatisfactory, prices for

U^Og. However, even this minor improvement in market

conditions was short lived. Roughly co-incident with the

phase-out of U.S. military procurement, France joined the ranks
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of major uranium producers, being the only West European

nation with significant discovered reserves within its own

territory. France under General de Gaulle also announced its

determination to become a nuclear weapons state. Overseas,

France had access to significant reserves in Central Africa,

first in Gabon, and of much greater subsequent importance, in

Niger, Today these 2 nations combined constitute the fourth

largest uranium production area in the western world. The

French nuclear industry as a whole, including the mining and

milling of uranium, is partly private sector and partly

government owned. The government has a strong voice and

uranium marketing is highly centralized. Towards the end of

the 1960's, a spokesman for French uranium interests dropped a

bombshell at a nuclear conference in Switzerland by announcing

that France had uranium surplus to its domestic needs and that

it would henceforth be competing aggressively in export markets.

Given that France was as excluded from the protected U.S.

market as any other foreign producer nation, this meant that

France would join the ranks of those competing for the residual

uranium markets outside the U.S.A.

The effect of the French entry into the international uranium

market was devastating, leading quickly at the beginning of

the 1970's to a collapse of spot prices outside the United
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States. The only sales possible in 1970 and 1971 were on a

distress basis. For the first time also an easily determinable

difference became apparent between prices in the protected U.S.

market and prices in other markets, U.S. prices, although quite

unsatisfactory in themselves, being noticeably higher. The

sudden French entry into the uranium marketplace, with a con-

siderable degree of French government involvement, is another

example both of types of government intervention in the uranium

mining business and of the shocks and hazards to which it is

subject.

Unlike the effects of the military procurement phase-out, the

entry of France into the uranium market did not cause any

decline in western world production. Production continued to

increase somewhat through 1973, Central Africa providing some

of the additional available supply, and the principal

negative impact was on price. Low prices prevailing throughout

the 1960's and now into the 1970's had finally brought any

meaningful exploration for new uranium reserves to a virtual

standstill, at least in the principal producing areas plagued

by excess production capacity.

The 25-odd years of history of the uranium mining business

until the early 1970's had suggested on several occasions that

its fortunes were subject to extreme external influences over

which it had no control. Unpredictable governmental action of
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one kind or another had so far been the princioal destabilizing

influences.

Shortly following the price debacle, which lasted roughly

from 1969 through 1972., a whole chain of events occurred in

fairly quick succession in the 1973 to 1974 period which

again transformed the situation of the urcnium mining industry.

American producers had total protection against foreign

imports, but they were not immune to the effects of distress

pricing in foreign markets. U.S. spot market prices, while

still higher than foreign prices, also reached new lows in the

1959 to 1972 period in both current and real dollar terms. By

1973, the scheduling of a number of U.S. nuclear power stations

had reached the stage where the utilities concerned were

inviting bids for medium to long-term uranium supplies. At

the level of spot prices then prevailing in the United States,

American producers did not appear to be enthusiastic in

responding. A number of them had been stating publicly that

U^Og prices had to be more reflective of the real economics of

mining if the utilities were to be adequately supplied on a

long-term basis. There was some nervousness in the marketplace.

It was during this period that concern also developed about

the long-range adequacy of uranium enrichment capacity in the

United States for both American and foreign purchasers of U.S.
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enrichment services. The concern was heightened by various

statements and forecasts made by the U.S. government agency

responsible for enrichment contracting. This encouraged

utilities to make long-term toll enrichment contracts while

uncommitted capacity at the enrichment plants was still

available. The utilities then turned to the mining companies

seeking long-term yellowcake contracts equivalent to the

quantities of natural uranium feed they were required to

deliver to the enrichment plants. Considerable additional

demand pressure was thus added to the market. Probably the

key turning point in the psychology of the market was the

first OPEC oil crisis at the end of 1975. This new external

factor, unexpected by most, convinced many utilities in U.S.A.

and elsewhere that a general energy shortage was probable and

that they should move to cover in their long-term uranium

requirements with reasonable diligence. Enquiries to purchase

and invitations to bid were issued during 1974 at an increasing

rate. For a number of reasons, the apparent glut of supplies

and potential supplies from non-U.S. producers disappeared

almost overnight. As a consequence of OPEC, France decided to

embark on a greatly accelerated domestic nuclear power program

and withdrew from the uranium export market. In Australia, the

development of promising new discoveries of relatively low cost

reserves was stalled by a ban on uranium exports imposed by the
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Labour government then in power. In South Africa by-product

uranium production was actually set to decline. This was

because the operation of the combined gold and uranium mines

was optimized for the production of gold. The very high gold

prices then in effect permitted the mining of lower grade gold

reserves. As lower grade uranium tended to be associated with

lower grade gold., the production of by-product uranium was

reduced.

In summary, by the end of 1974 uranium was set for a second

major boom. Spot prices for U^Og doubled during 1974, and

more than doubled again during 1975. Increased production

followed, with large year-by-year increases starting in 1976,

tapering off to a new peak approaching 60,000 short tons

l^Og in 1981. Unlike prior eruptions and disturbances radically

affecting the industry and which could be attributed essentially

to single actions by governments, the causes of the second

great boom starting in the mid-1970's were varied and more

complex. Doubts expressed publicly by a U.S. government agency

about the future adequacy of uranium enrichment capacity was

government action of a kind. The actions of OPEC were certainly

actions of governments, and although quite indirect, were of the

greatest consequence to the uranium industry. The whole of the

nuclear industry, including the uranium mining industry,
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believed that its hour had finally come. Every rationally

based forecast of the mid-1970's firmly predicted compelling

need for a rapid expansion of nuclear station construction

programs, particularly in those industrial nations, such as

Japan, with a high dependence on imported oil for electricity

generation. Under the subsequent Carter administration in the

U.S.A., a lessening of U.S. dependence on imported oil was

classed as "the moral equivalent of war". Governments,

utilities, and the mining industry firmly believed in these

newer forecasts of explosive nuclear growth. Concerned about

possible long-term uranium shortages, utilities sought long-

term supply contracts, and the mining industry expanded its

capacity as rapidly as it could to meet the apparent new demand.

Unfortunately, despite the best of possible reasons, the second

great uranium boom turned out to be another over-reaction, and

the uranium market has yet again collapsed. The immediate

cause can be summed up in the one word "slippage". While growth

in nuclear electricity generation continues at a very healthy

rate on average in the western industrial nations, the rate is

considerably lower and program implementation is occurring much

later than anticipated less than a decade ago. With the logic

in favour of nuclear power so evident in the mid-1970's, it

would have been most difficult to foresee the economic, political

and social causes which were destined to lead to the delays.

France is the most obvious example of a country where the original
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logic has prevailed. 38 percent of electricity generated

in France in 1981 came from nuclear stations. U.S.A. is

the most obvious example of a country where the logic has so

far had much more limited acceptance, even though nuclear

electricity generation increased by 8.4 percent in 1981. As

U.S.A. is the largest single market for uranium, delays to

its nuclear programs and the numerous outright cancellations

of nuclear stations have undoubtedly contributed more to

current uranium oversupply than any other factor. There are

many reasons for the present nuclear malaise in the United

States, of which some key ones seem to be:

the abnormally high cost of money, which mitigates

against highly capital-intensive nuclear power

stations, coupled with financing difficulties being

experienced by most U.S. investor-owned utilities;

the politicization of many State regulatory commissions,

to the extent that many commissioners are more concerned

with keeping consumers' electricity bills as low as

possible than with granting utilities adequate rate

increases;

energy conservation measures, including electricity
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conservation, publicly encouraged, and encouraged

economically by high inflation and high price

increases;

the combined inflationary and recessionary

consequences of the second OPEC oil shock in 1978

and 1979, leading to sharply lower growth in the

economy and much lower predictions of long-term

growth rates for electricity consumption;

an excessively complex regulatory climate, at least

temporarily worsened by the 3-Mile Island accident in

1978, extending the lead time for nuclear station

commissioning to more than 10 years;

the delaying effects and tactics of anti-nuclear

environmental and political movements, which were

underestimated initially.

The United States is not the only country to have been severely

affected by nuclear program slippage; it is simply the most

important example and has the most complex causes. All

industrial nations with significant nuclear programs in Europe,

with the notable exception of France, have experienced varying
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degrees of delay, including legal or effective moratoria. In

the Far East, Japan has experienced successive delays to its

very large program, despite a major national commitment to

nuclear power. In the industrializing nations of South Korea

and Taiwan, on the other hand, the initial nuclear construction

programs turned out to be larger than originally expected. An

overall measure of the degree of slippage can be seen in the

principal forecasts of installed nuclear capacity in the

western world made by various professionals in recent years,

Until about the end of 1975, the majority was predicting more

than double the capacity on line by 1985 than can now be the

case; and by 1990 the prediction was for more than triple the

latest forecasts.

The present severe supply-demand imbalance is primarily due to

the fact that large quantities of natural uranium were purchased

forward by utilities based on earlier, more optimistic, fore-

casts, and to the fact that the vehicle for such purchasing is

the legally binding long-term contract, which is normally used

for close to 90 percent of all natural uranium traded. Natural

uranium purchase commitments were further reinforced to the

extent that utilities had also entered into long-term fixed

commitment contracts for enriched uranium, also based on more

optimistic earlier forecasts. This is not to imply criticism of
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long-term contracting per se, which is natural to the business.

As uranium is a commodity with only one end use and as nuclear

power stations cannot operate on any other fuel, the long-term

supply contract is the proper mechanism of providing security

of supply to the utility and security of demand to the miner.

On the other handy if long-term purchases are made under the

near panic pressures of the mid-1970's, and if the forecasts

on which they are based turn out to be extremely wide cf the

mark, the result is today's situation of continued over-

production and accumulation of excess inventories, primarily

in the hands of buyers. Thus despite ample foreknowledge of

much lower demand than previously forecast for 1981, production

was roughly double actual requirements and it reached an all

time high in that year. By 1981, the regions of United States,

Canada, South Africa and Central Africa had been joined by

Namibia and Australia as major producers. These 6 regions, to-

gether with France, are expected to continue to account for

nearly all the western world's uranium production well into the

next decade,

A feature of the present supply-demand imbalance which was

absent from previous cyclical downturns is the existence of

very large privately held inventories, mainly in the hands of

consumers. At the current rate of consumption they would
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constitute more than 5 years' forward supply. . A more normal

inventory would be between 1 and 2 years' forward supply.

Sales of uranium from excess inventory on the quite narrow

spot market have accelerated the decline in spot prices. The

latest NUEXCO Exchange Value of U.S. $20.50 per pound of U30g,

which is widely referred to as an indicator of spot market

values, is only half of what it was less than 3 years ago.

The decline is even greater in real terms if recent high

inflation is taken into account. The price is below the

production costs of most United States producers, and it is

uneconomic or inadequate for most other producers as well.

Were it not for the different pricing provisions which apply

to most long-term contracts most existing producers would be

unable to survive. Forms of pricing under long-term contracts

vary considerably. The most common forms are base price with

escalators, which was typical of earlier government procure-

ment, annually negotiated prices between buyer and seller,

frequently including provisions for independent arbitration,

and floor price directly or indirectly related to seller's

production costs. The level at any time of the spot price is

not without its influence on annually negotiated prices under

long-term contracts, but most utility buyers to date recognize

and accept that the spot price has become quite uneconomic and

ore willing to pay significantly higher prices for uranium
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purchased long-ter^.. Also under today's depressed market

conditions floor prices, under contracts containing such

provisions, are coming increasingly into play.

Nevertheless, the level of production is now starting to be

affected by oversupply, and some decline is expected in 1982

from the record peak production of close to 60,000 tons

attained in 1981. Not unexpectedly, cutbacks including mine

closures are occurring primarily in the United States where

production is not only the largest but also on average the

highest cost. While total western world production increased

in 1981, it declined by some 17 percent in the United States

in that year, and it may decline there again by a similar, or

greater, amount this year. Further closures by high cost

producers can be expected as and when their existing long-term

contracts expire.

While the supply side of the business is badly out of phase

with demand because of major program delays, demand growth

prospects themselves, taken in isolation, are quite encouraging.

A forecast of the London-based Uranium Institute, published

late late last year indicates close to a tripling of installed

nuclear capacity worldwide between 1980 and 1995. This

projection is conservatively based on operating and committed



nuclear generating capacity only. It allows for no new

orders in the United States or elsewhere which would have

the effect of adding to such capacity prior to 1996. For

uranium itself it suggests a consumption growth rate greater

than 7 percent per annum. This is an enviable rate compared

with other mineral commodities.

Producers must derive comfort from the fact that despite this

latest round of oversupply future demand for uranium is solidly

based. There are now over 230 commercial-scale nuclear units

on line in Western Europe, the United States, Canada and the

Far East, with many more under construction in all these areas.

The still growing dependence on nuclear power in many parts of

the world is now so great that it can no longer be considered

cs an optional source of energy.

As percentages of total electricity generation, it was 38

percent in France in 1981, itself just ahead of Sweden, close

to 35 percent in Belgium, 33 percent in Ontario, 30 percent in

Switzerland, and close to 20 percent in Japan. Even in West

Germany, with problems under its federal system similar in

some ways to those of the United States, the figure for 1981 was

close to 15 percent, which in turn was 23 percent higher than in

1980.

I
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Looking ahead over the next 10 to 15 years, what can we

expect in supply-demand relationships and what lessons from the

history of the business should we apply to any forecast made?

The demand side, if based conservatively only on reactors on

line or under construction, looks fairly solid into the 1990/s.

Most conservative demand forecasts now discount those nuclear

stations in the United States where construction is less than,

say, 20 percent complete. Under today's financial climate,

some would be vulnerable to cancellation or deferment. Also

the regulatory climate and construction lead times are now such

in the United States that in the unlikely event of a new

reactor order this year the station could hardly be on line and

requiring uranium until the mid 1990's. On the other hand any

insufficiently conservative forecast of U.S. demand could well

be offset by unanticipated.new orders in France and the Far

East, where construction lead times are much shorter.

Two qualifiers to any demand forecast are suggested by history:

Unforeseeable changes in the operating tails assay of

the various enrichment plants can significantly affect

the quantity of natural uranium, required as feed. A higher

U-235 tail calls for more u^Og; a lower tail for less/

- Allowance must now be made for work being done by fuel
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fabricators and utilities to achieve higher fuel

burnup and longer refuelling cycles, With the

passage of time the success of these work programs

and their approval and licencing must be anticipated.

The effect will be to reduce the consumption of uranium

from the levels required under present fuel design.

On the supply side, it is not difficult to forecast that

western world supplies will be ample to meet western world

demand at least for the balance of this decade. Virtually no

new production facilities are needed until the 1990's because

of the excess capacity built up by 1981 notwithstanding major

delays in nuclear station programs. The existence of large

excess inventories further reinforces the view that there can

be no shortage of uranium during tha present decade.

What is much more difficult to predict than the availability of

uranium to meet demand is how supply, or in reality excess supply,

is to be distributed as between established producers, drawdown

of inventories, and potential new producers. Most of the

supplies needed for the balance of this decade in the Far East

and Europe are already covered under long-term contracts. Most

U.S. utilities are committed, or over-committed right now, but

from 1985 on there is a meaningful and growing requirement not
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covered by contract in the United States. Overall it can be

predicted that most of the uranium required in the western world

will be supplied by the established producers, and any now

becoming established, on the basis of whatever long-term contracts

they have in place.

What is also fairly clearly predictable is that there will be

a steady shift away from relatively high cost production

unsupported by long-term contracts towards relatively low

cost production for as long as market conditions and uranium

prices remain depressed. The trend is already visible in the

United States, where production from high cost areas has been

in gradual decline since 1980 in line with the expiry of long-

term contracts. Thus, although there may be little increase in

total western world production by 1990 there will be important

shifts in its make-up between the principal producing areas.

Thanks to the large, high grade, deposits discovered in recent

years in Saskatchewan, Canada may again become the largest

producer, a position it only held once before, briefly, in 1959.

To the extent that most of the uncommitted demand for the

balance of this decade is within the United States, the lessons

of history provide two important qualifiers. The first is the

concern that history might repeat itself in the form of another
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U.S. import embargo or some highly restrictive quota system

when present quotas expire at the end of 1983. The second is

the need to recognize that probably the majority of American

utilities will continue purchasing some meaningful portion of

their uranium requirements from domestic sources, even though

this may entail paying a somewhat higher price. Ever since

the earlier Australian ban on uranium exports, and the

unfortunate Canadian export ban, which was in effect during

1977 pending the negotiation of new safeguards agreements,

utility buyers worldwide have been obsessed with diversification

of their sources of supply. It is therefore possible that U.S.

production will not decline as sharply as some are predicting,

despite its higher costs.

As not much net new production capacity, if any, is.needed

during the balance of this decade, it seems unlikely that most

of the newer deposits not yet committed to production in

Saskatchewan and Australia will be actually producing before

the 1990's. In view of the probability of continued over-

supply for several more years and the peculiar risks involved

in the uranium mining business, it is hard to envisage any

speculative commitment to new production facilities without

the security of a long-term contract base load. Further

expansion of uranium mining much beyond what is already in place oq
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committed seems to belong more appropriately to the 1990's,

in line with continued expansion of demand and when present

supply-demand imbalances have had a chance to be corrected.

Perhaps the key lesson to be learnt from this overview of

the uranium industry and its brief history is that of

patience. Uranium business cycles have tended so far to be

significantly longer than those of other commodities. Never-

theless during the present trough it can at least be said that

civil nuclear power is now established as an indispensable and

continuously growing segment of energy supply in many countries,

The base is there for a return to more prosperous times for the

uranium industry when supply and demand are in better balance.


